
Does Dog Saliva Kill Bacteria 
???

Should your dog lick your wound ?



Question and Prediction

Does dog drool kill bacteria ?   How will adding dog drool and germs affect bacteria 
growth.   I am hypothisizing that the dog drool will decrease the bacteria growth in the 
petri dish.  I am hypothesizing that the germs will make the bacteria grow more without 
the dog drool.  This would conclude that dog drool DOES kill bacteria.  



Introduction

Scientific evidence suggests that dog saliva does have antibacterial properties.  
Dog saliva contains a few agents that can help a wound to heal.  It contains 
lysozome, Immunoglobulin, Peroxidases and Opiorphin, which can tear holes in 
bacteria cell membranes and resist bacteria.    However, dog saliva can also carry 
bacteria that can be harmful to a wond because it has germs of its own.  This can 
infect a wound.    You can also get hookworms and other parasites from dog saliva.  

My experiment will add bacteria and dog saliva together to see if the saliva will 
stop the bacteria from growing.  I will use other germs to compare and see if they 
grow bacteria faster with or without the dog saliva. I will use saliva, outdoor germs 
and freeze-dried bacteria in petri dishes to study the effects of the saliva.  Then I 
will observe the results to see if the saliva affected the bacteria growth.  



 Materials 

1. 5 petri dishes
2. Sterile swabs
3. Non-pathogenic freeze dried Staphylococcus epidermis bacteria
4. Black marker
5. Dog saliva
6. Germs from my hand



Pictures of Materials
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Procedure

1. Open one petri dish, put a few grains of bacteria in dish and label control #1
2. Open second dish and put ¼ teaspoon of dog saliva.  Close and label as control #2
3. Open third dish, put same amount of bacteria used in dish #1, then ¼ teaspoon of saliva, 

label sample A
4. Pet your dog to get germs then hold hand flat on petri dish.  Label as sample B
5. Repeat step #4, but before closing dish, add saliva to areas you touched, then close and 

label sample C
6. Put petri dishes in safe area
7. Inspect at 12/24/36 and 48 hours.  Compare dishes and record data, then draw 

conclusions.  



Results and Data Visualization 



Data Points 

● Control #1, Bacteria, grew a little 

● Control #2, Saliva, grew almost nothing

● Sample A, Saliva and bacteria gew a little more than Control #1

● Sample B, Germs, Grew the most of all

● Sample C, Germs and Saliva grew less than Sample B



Summary of Experiment
In this experiment the data showed that dog saliva CAN be affect how much bacteria grows.  Since the 

petri dishes with the germs and the bacteria grew LESS bacteria when saliva was added, this shows that 

saliva can be used to reduce bacteria.  There were lots of uncontrollable variables in the experiment.  I 

wasn’t certain about what germs were on my hands, or if the dogs ate something weird or if they were 

sick before the saliva was taken from them.  Also, maybe the petri dishes and bacteria that I ordered were 

not perfectluy sterile.  All of this could have an effect on the results of the experiment.  Otherwise, the 

experiment was a success.  The results that I got from the experiment were the same as the results from 

the research I read about.  But even though dog saliva can reduce bacteria, I doesn’t mean that it can 

actually heal wounds.  Dog saliva has things in it that can be harmful, as well, like Salmonella, viral 

infections and parasites.   



Implications and Ideas for Future Research

I think this experiment is important because it could help with medical research for healing.  My 

results showed that dog saliva did slow bacteria growth, but it did not prove that it could heal 

wounds.  I think the agents in the dog saliva should be isolated if they could be, because that 

would help for us to understand exactly what is helping the most to stop bacteria growth.  We 

could also try to use human saliva to see if  it gives similar results.  If we could isolate the best 

things in the saliva, then we could use that specific agent in future medical research to see if we 

could use it to help heal wounds in the future.   I think more research should be done.   
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